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HANDMADE

Every Jennifer Manners rug is skilfully handmade-to-order and  

is the result of a true collaboration between our design team,  

artisan weavers and you. 

Customise a rug from our existing library in the exact size, material,  

scale and colours required or help us bring your inspiration  

to a completely personalised design.

Follow your rug’s journey from concept through to the weaving  

centre where you will be sent photographs of the design slowly  

revealing itself on the loom. 

The finished piece is unique and personal, enduring for many  

years to come. 

GUSTAVE

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk



WANDERLUST 

 

THE MODERN AFRICA COLLECTION 

One of Jennifer’s most personal collections 

so far, this range of sumptuous, hand knotted 

rugs is born of her true admiration for the 

continent where she spent several years living, 

working and travelling.

The designs are all influenced by textiles, 

objects, photographs, stories and memories 

that Jennifer accumulated throughout her 

journey. Inspiration hails from Cameroon  

and Ethiopia to Burundi and the open plains  

of the Serengeti.

The Modern Africa Collection exemplifies a full 

range of textures and finishes with a focus  

on the raw texture of wool. Abrashed colours, 

cut and loop piles and unique blends of wool 

and luscious bamboo silk come to life in each 

of the seven designs – each carrying a story  

at their core. Each piece is made by hand, 

knot-by-knot by skilled weavers in Nepal, 

where the art of rug making is centuries old.

KUBA

Hand Knotted New Zealand Wool

This striking maze-like design draws on detail from 

traditional tribal ra!a textiles from the Kuba kingdom 

in the Congo. These embroidered cloths have  

been individually conceptualised with the patterns 

being passed through the generations, staying within 

the family. The overall scale of our Kuba rug has  

a contemporary effect while the soft, imperfect edges 

of the motif recall the intricately handmade nature  

of the original textile that inspired it.



GRID (above)

Hand Knotted New Zealand Wool

This design was inspired by traditional  

tribal baskets intricately woven in the 

Okavango Delta region in Botswana.  

In our Grid rug, the pattern has been scaled 

and repeated to create a soulful, modern 

piece. Hand knotted in deep brick, grey  

and papyrus Himalayan wools, the texture 

gives the same sense of depth and  

dimension as the baskets themselves.

MUDCLOTH (right)

Hand Knotted New Zealand Wool

A rhythmic arrangement of dashes and dots 

across a wool canvas forms our Mudcloth rug.

This design calls on the rich tradition of Malian 

bogolanfini fabric, which is dyed with boiled  

bark and adorned with fermented mud to 

produce a deep terracotta tone. The wool 

background has here been heavily abrashed, 

meaning that several close-tones are woven 

together for a subtly striated effect.
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ADIRE

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool

Adire are starch-resist (‘adire eleko’) dyed cotton cloths made by women throughout Yorubaland  

in south-western Nigeria. While a deep indigo is most commonly used for this style of  

textile, our Adire rug utilises a palette of soft grey-blues and cream for a more tonal effect.  

An all-looped-pile finish in soft Himalayan wool adds texture and dimension.



ETOSHA

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk

Cracked earth, paltry watering holes and undulating sand dunes take on a modern vitality when

photographed from the air. The Etosha rug embodies the gentle movement and soft colours seen  

in flight over the national park of the same name in northern Namibia. Crafted in soft Himalayan  

wools with lustrous bamboo silk woven throughout, this rug is hand knotted in extraordinary detail  

in what is a technical triumph for our weavers in Nepal.
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GUSTAVE

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk Raised Pile

The story of Gustave, the man-eating crocodile rumoured to have eaten over  

300 men, is the kind of myth that has become legend in East Africa in recent years. Thought to have  

been born in 1955 and still roaming the shores of Lake Tanganyika, his exact size is unknown.  

Already the subject of books and films, he is equally the inspiration behind our Gustave rug.  

Densely woven Himalayan wool gives way to raised bamboo silk forming an abstract crocodile pattern. 

We like to think this design is as timeless as the story of Gustave himself.

KARO

Hand Knotted New Zealand Wool with Bamboo Silk Raised Pile

Using white chalk and red ochre to decorate their bodies, the Karo tribes of Ethiopia have a reputation  

for being highly aesthetic people. By creating intricate circle, spiral and cross-hatched designs they  

aim to enhance their beauty and to stand out to the opposite sex. Crafted in the highest grade  

of New Zealand wool and blended with earthy hues of bamboo silk, this distinctive rug shares the same 

love of beauty that is elegantly timeless.
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ATLAS COLLECTION

What started as a utilitarian task for the Berber 

people of the Atlas Mountains in Morocco  

has more recently been transformed into  

an aesthetic adornment in modern spaces.

We have curated a special collection of seven 

antique Beni Ourain rugs carefully selected  

for the quality of the weave and the condition.  

The soft, long pile looks equally chic in a 

contemporary or more bohemian setting.

ATLAS VIII

Hand Knotted Natural Wool 



ATLAS I

Hand Knotted Natural Wool 
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ATLAS V

Hand Knotted Natural Wool 
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ATLAS II

Hand Knotted Natural Wool 

ATLAS IV

Hand Knotted Natural Wool
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ATLAS III

Hand Knotted Natural Wool

HEX II

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk 

ATLAS VI

Hand Knotted Natural Wool 
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HAMPTONS COLLECTION 

The Hamptons Collection is composed 

exclusively of textural flatweave rugs that  

have been inspired by the bright and crisp  

East Coast aesthetic. While the designs  

nod to the nautical, they are defined by  

their linear, often repetitive, motifs in  

a range of fresh and versatile colourways.

ROPE

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool

The twists and turns of our Rope design add  

movement and interest to any space. This look  

typifies the crisp, maritime aesthetic that oozes  

a sense of calm.
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PLAID

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool

The archetypal fabric of the East Coast country club has been given a modern edge  

in fresh and versatile colours. The mood is one of laid-back elegance.

PEBBLE

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool

Reminiscent of shoreside strolls and low tides, our Pebble design couples a sketched  

effect with a repetitive motif for a sense of order and serenity.
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DIMENSION

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool

Graphic and optical, our Dimension rug cleverly brings the illusion of depth to a flatweave rug.  

The slight tilt of the oversized key motif draws in the eye and adds dynamism to the design.

SAILING STRIPES

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool

A deconstructed ticking stripe rendered in rich, earthy tones lends this design a distinctly  

modernist quality. The unique arrangement of modular pattern, which is both playful  

and well-balanced, suits both laid-back and more formal settings.
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FLAGS

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool

Borrowing from the the clean-lined geometry of the international code of signaling flags,  

this small-scale motif complements a range of interior schemes and has been created  

in a selection of soft tones for an elegant effect.

SCALLOP

Salvesen Graham x Jennifer Manners

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool

We have joined forces with celebrated interior design studio Salvesen Graham to design a flatwoven rug

with a twist. The very first of its kind, Scallop takes a classic double-border format and adds a little

flourish: the crescent detail. The result is a sophisticated piece with a playful edge (quite literally).
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INSPIRATION 

Travel is a great luxury of our generation, 

allowing for the discovery of patterns, colours 

and ideas from around the globe.  

Jennifer Manners’ collection takes inspiration 

from a mix of cultures and eras and all  

work to inject a sense of interest and elegance 

into the everyday. 
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DOUBLE DIAMONDS

Hand Knotted New Zealand Wool

FEZ

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool
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MAZE II

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk

ERASED

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool
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LOOM RUNNER

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk

AGATE RUNNER

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool
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MOONSTONE

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk

QUARTZ

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk
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GATSBY

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk

LORRAINE 

Jennifer Manners x Casa Botelho

Hand Knotted New Zealand Wool with Bamboo Silk
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BROKEN MAZE

Hand Knotted Himalayan Wool with Bamboo Silk

DOUBLE HEX

Flatwoven New Zealand Wool
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SILK IKAT CUSHIONS

Our silk Ikat cushions are handwoven on looms in the Fergana Valley of Uzbekistan. 

The silk is hand dyed in vibrant colours creating a distinct focal point. 
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Every Jennifer Manners textile is the result of a passion  

for timeless design, an acute attention to detail and the support 

of talented craftspeople. The weeks and months of meticulous  

work that go into each item result in a unique heirloom piece  

that will last for generations to come.

Our hand knotted rugs are crafted in the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal,  

our flatwoven pieces are created near Bhadohi, India, our antique  

Moroccan rugs are sourced directly from the Atlas Mountains and our  

silk ikat cushions are woven in the Fergana Valley of Uzbekistan.
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